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Annex I
In addition to this proposed revised outline, a list of recommendations for consideration by
chapter author teams has been compiled to capture the full range of inputs from the WGI
Session:



















Ensuring consistency where topics are addressed in multiple chapters, e.g. Chapter 5
- transient climate response to cumulative emissions - and Chapter 7 - sensitivity of
the climate system: methods and uncertainty.
Need for clear communication and use of non-technical language in Headline
Statements and SPM, FAQs, Executive Summaries.
Consider performing a consultation beyond author teams to identify FAQs
Facilitate navigation of the report with a clear Index.
Attention to climate change information related to specific regions, e.g. the Sahel, the
Himalayas/Third Pole, Central America.
Lessons learned from seasonal prediction for regional climate aspects.
Attention to model reproducibility, e.g. in the context of successive phases of multimodel intercomparison projects (CMIP6 with CMIP5) and in the context of model
development, where appropriate in chapters (and in relevant Annexes).
Treatment of uncertainties as part of the assessment process throughout the report,
e.g. for the assessment of multi-model ensemble methods, regional information, water
cycle information, transient climate response to cumulative emissions and remaining
carbon budgets for climate targets.
The timeframe of assessment beyond 2100, e.g. for sea level and abrupt change.
The assessment of SLCFs should include compounds that have warming and cooling
effects and cover an appropriate range of timescales.
A comprehensive assessment of carbon and biogegochemical feedbacks and the
natural and anthropogenic sources and sinks, including regional aspects.
The physical components of the water cycle include biogeophysical processes.
Consider low probability and high impact extreme events.
Coastal mitigation options would include, for instance, blue carbon.
Consider past, present and projected changes, trends, variability and feedbacks in the
physical components of the water cycle in the context of the climate system
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